An Extension of Generalized Upper Bounded Techniques
for Linear Programirlng
Introduction
The decomposition principle of Dantzlg and Wolfe [1] for solving a system with a block diagonal structure is well known. An efficient computational procedure has been given by Dantzlg and Van Slyke [2] [3] for solving a very large block diagonal structure where each of the blocks contains Just one equatlon. Allowing for the possibility of several equations in each block, it would be interesting to investigate the corresponding technique for a large number of blocks. The purpose of this paper is to describe this technique.
The main feature of this method as described in [2] [3J is to carry out the computation with th^ help of a smaller basis whose orc^er is equal to the number of linking equations, coupling together the various blocks.
We shall concern ourselves with the problem of solving the following 
Definitions and Notations
We shall refer to the system of equations in ( be the basis for the full system. Now consider any other 11-vector
there exist A^ such that j be the coefficient matrix of the key variables in the set S . We note that (t) «^t) the matrices O , v correspond to the key variables in the 'linking set" and the t-th block respectively.
For every non-key column A eS
We now write
-7-
The superscript within parentheses is used to Indicate the number of the block. 
Repeating the above procedure for every non-key columns and transferring the key columns to the right, we obtain the reduced system
IYJPJ -Q (5)
where
(6) r uere, ^ / \ » t ' ie vector of key variables in r-th block, is determined by solving the subproblem in that block on setting non-key variables to zero.
We shall now show that the basis B for the reduced system (5) consists of the column associated with the variable x n and all the non-key columns left in B, after these are modified as in (2) . 
We now claim that (J JU ;U ;.«.;|1 ) are a set of prices for the whole system (1 where A, v is the part of the column A ±n the t-^h block.
-10- and A^ belong to the same set S which is inessential, J 2.
ti.ir. A" it-piaces A .is key column and this does not introduce any t'n .n, j n 'le S' >. 1 iei oasis B .
it-i us denote by Q the new value of Q , then
We now determine ^he new set of prices and the column eligible for entry -13- 
L2/3
Wiiere the vector > ' /r , >,. ,, I as usual is chosen such that when the ' in- 
• ow 
From (10) and (11) we tind that A drops out of the basis. Since A , the second column of S~ , is the key column, we first make some other non-key column, From (9) and (12) Froir (13) and (14) we see that the column A^ drops out of the basis. 
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